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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. router(config-if)#storm-control action enable
B. router(config-if)#storm-control action error

C. router(config-if)#storm-control action shutdown
D. router(config-if)#storm-control action trap
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A c7000 enclosure has been added to HP OneView. How is
monitoring enabled on the server blades in this enclosure?
A. automatically when the enclosure is added to HP OneView
B. through a set of customized PowerShell scripts
C. manually from the HP OneView Dashboard view
D. by installing SNMP Agent on the managed blades
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
http://h20564.www2.hp.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_nac
01386629&amp;DocLang=en&amp;docLocale=en_US&amp;jumpid=reg_r100
2_usen_c-001_title_r0001

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option E
D. Option D
E. Option B
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Schema objects are referenced with varying usage patterns;
therefore, their cache behavior may be quite different.
Multiple buffer pools enable you to address these differences.
You can use a KEEP buffer pool to maintain objects in the
buffer cache and a RECYCLE buffer pool to prevent objects from
consuming unnecessary space in the cache. When an object is
allocated to a cache, all blocks from that object are placed in
that cache. Oracle maintains a DEFAULT buffer pool for objects
that have not been assigned to one of the buffer pools.
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